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CASAWORKS OFFERS A SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR HOME THEATER CONTROL AT NEXTGEN 

2005 DEMONSTRATION HOME 
 
(CasaWorks, Albuquerque, New Mexico)— CasaWorks, Inc., a home automation innovator, will be 
demonstrating their Cielo™ Home Management System at NextGen’s AVolution Demonstration 
Home during the InfoComm Show in Las Vegas, NV, June 8-10, 2005. 

The demonstration in the NextGen home theater room shows an ‘AVolution’ in that one action 
replaces the remote shuffle. The Cielo Home Automation Gateway will switch the input on the 
surround sound receiver to DVD, the video input on the projector to HD1, dim the theater lights, 
lower the shades, auto-generate the theater control interface on the touch panel and even adjust 
the temperature in the theater room for a comfortable movie watching experience. One push of the 
button on the touch screen is all it takes. 

 “We are working to make all new supported consumer electronics devices truly interactive and 
‘plug and play’ while making home theater and digital media entertainment fun to use,” said Michael 
Arendall, President and CEO of CasaWorks. “Many home theater components will soon include 
support for control and integration through IP connectivity. There is a need for a next-generation 
technology that provides one touch control for home theater operation and allows the consumer to 
put away the five remote controls that come with a typical system and replace it with a single unified 
simple interface on a WiFi enabled touch panel device.”  

What makes the Cielo Home Management System different from other custom control systems and 
universal remote controls is that it offers pre-programmed behaviors and screen interfaces that are 
simple and intuitive. The Cielo system can be easily customized to your specifications by a Cielo 
dealer and requires no programming. This significantly reduces the cost of a home automation 
system. Now the consumer can enjoy all the benefits of a high-end home automation system 
without paying a fortune. The standard Cielo Home Management System includes pre-installed 
modules for home theater components, climate and lighting control. Visit our website to find out 
more.  

 

About CasaWorks 
CasaWorks is an embedded hardware and software innovator and is developing technologies 
necessary to implement control in mainstream homes. Using state-of-the-art software technology 
and tools, the company is creating innovative products that are easy to install and economical to 
own. With more than 15 years of experience working with software and hardware automation 
systems in commercial applications, CasaWorks is now focused on the growing residential market. 
For more information, see the CasaWorks Web site at http://www.casaworks.com. 
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